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Vertikal Days returns to the East of 
England Showground, Peterborough on 
Wednesday 10th and Thursday 11th May with 
a supersized show with more than 270 exhibitors 
and brands making it the biggest gathering of cranes, aerial 
work platforms, telehandlers and associated equipment and 
services since the exhibition began in 2007.
This year there are 27 new exhibitors making 
it one of the most diverse lifting equipment 
gatherings anywhere. And in spite of Bauma 
and Conexpo taking place over the past six 
months or so, Vertikal Days will still host 
several worldwide and European product 
launches, while serving as the UK launch pad 
for a large number of new products.

The show continues to grow and 2023 looks set 
to attract an even wider range of senior level 
staff from rental companies, contractors - both 
specialist and major - utility companies and all 
manner of end users.

SpecialiSt event
Vertikal Days is a specialist event for professionals 
who use or work with lifting or work at height 
equipment. The event focuses on attracting 
influential and relevant visitors - industry ‘movers 
and shakers’ - rather than visitor numbers. For 
many attendees, knowing that everyone on the 
showground shares the same interests is what 
makes it so special. With so much to see and so 
many people to meet, it is worth staying over for 
day two.

all incluSive
As in previous years, everything at the event is 
complementary for visitors - parking, admission 
and refreshments throughout the day including a 
substantial lunch. 
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Vertikal Days 2023 - 
fully loaded

Show information

Venue: East of England Arena and Events 
Centre, Peterborough, PE2 6XE, UK 

Show times and dates: 
Wednesday 10th May 10:00 to 17.30

Thursday 11th May 10:00 to 16.00

How to register

•    Pre-register: www.vertikaldays.net/
visitor and print visitor badge





the marketplace -  
a Show on itS own

In the centre of the showground is the 
Marketplace which is bigger than ever this year, 
with almost 50 companies displaying everything 
from software to overload systems, under 
the hook products, batteries, telematics and 
replacement parts, as well as hosting insurance, 
training and finance specialists. While the scale of 
the impressive equipment on the outdoor stands 
is hard to ignore, the Marketplace is well worth 
spending time, grabbing a coffee and a pastry in 
the Marketplace Café and having a good browse. 
It is also an ideal location to meet up.

make a meal of it
Located at the top end of the showground, the 
Catering Pavilion serves lunch each day 
between 12.30 and 14.30. It is the 
perfect place to ‘network’ over a 
hot meal. Catering includes the 
now traditional free-range hog 
roast, barbecue and a range 
of vegetarian and vegan 
alternatives. For those on a 
tight time schedule there is 
also a fresh sandwich bar.

networking 
event

This year’s networking evening 
event on Wednesday evening 
has an Italian theme and as 
always requires a ticket to attend. 
It is also held in the Catering Pavilion 
and will follow on from the early evening 
reception which kicks off at 17.30 in the 
StarShade, immediately adjacent to the Pavilion. 
It is a perfect time for exhibitors and guests to 
unwind after a long day at the show and catch up 
on the day’s events with some good music, food 
and drink. 

If you are staying for the evening event and/or 
returning to the show on the Thursday, there are 
a multitude of hotels within a five mile radius. We 
would however recommend booking as soon as 
possible. A complementary shuttle bus service 
runs between the local hotels before and after the 
networking event.

and finally…
In recent years sponsorship has helped the 
organisers hold down the cost to exhibitors in 
the face of rising visitor numbers and escalating 
supplier costs. This year the organisers would like 
to thank: Liebherr for providing the sustainable 
show bags, Versalift for the Marketplace coffee 
cups and TVH for providing bottled drinking 
water and outdoor maps. At the entrance IPAF is 
sponsoring the visitor badges and Point of Rental 
the lanyards. First time exhibitor Infosystem 
is sponsoring the lunchtime BBQ while CTE is 
sponsoring the Networking dinner. The forklifts for 
the free offloading and loading service during build 
up and tear down will once again be provided 
by Hi-Tec/Briggs, with City Traffic Management 
providing traffic signage and Speedy Services is 
sponsoring the Tower Lights. A big thank you to 
you all!

VERTIKAL DAYS
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A big thank you to our event sponsors: 
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Access Platform Sales (APS):  
Stand 200/300/400/500

APS will exhibit equipment 
from all of the major brands it 
represents including Hinowa, 
LGMG, BoSS and Wienold. New 
models on the stand will include 
the 40 metre Hinowa LL40.18 
spider lift, the recently launched 
LGMG M0407TE mast boom, 
SC0407E electric scissor lift and 
H1840 telehandler. Also on the 
stand will be a range of material 
handling products from Wienold, 
a BoSS PA Lift and Nolim 
outrigger pads.

On the stand: LGMG M0407TE, LGMG SC0407E, 
LGMG H1840, Hinowa LL40.18 

AJ Access Platforms: Stand 102

UK based AJ Access Platforms is the UK 
distributor for Zoomlion aerial work platforms. 
The company says that it will use the show for 
a number of UK debuts including several new 
scissor lifts, a crawler, a micro slab electric and   
Rough Terrain scissor model. On the boom front  
it will launch both articulated and straight 
telescopic models. 

On the stand: Material lift S400, electric material 
lift LE620, material lift XL400, vertical mast lift 
AMWP 12

ANC Access: Stand 305 
See RAXTAR

Avant Tecno: Stand 604 
See Leguan

Bluelift: Stand 410/411/412 
See Versalift UK

Böcker UK: Stand 107

Böcker will display a range of its latest aluminium 
and lightweight truck mounted cranes, alongside 
its hoists, for which there is a growing demand 
in the UK. They will include the trailer mounted 
‘Simply’ inclined lift and the Top-Lift ladder lift.

BoSS: Stand 400/500
See Access Platform Sales (APS)

Bravisol/Bravi Platforms: Stand 401

Bravi Platforms will demonstrate its 4.9 metre 
Leonardo HD vertical mast lift with dual roll out 
deck extensions and 180kg unrestricted platform 
capacity. You can also see its all electric drywall 
lifting attachment ‘Solo-Gyps’ together with the 
UK debut of the new inspection device - Small-E 
- which it says, can simplify and improve safety 
when working in tight areas with suspended 
ceilings. 

On the stand: Leonardo HD, Small-E and Solo-
Gyps 

Access equipment  
AnD telehAnDlers

company will also promote its LOLER inspections, 
major repairs and refurbishment, on site repairs, 
operator training and spare parts services.

On the stand: Teupen Leo 30T Plus, Teupen Leo 
21GT, ELS Lift VM6, ELS Lift 5.5 SP, Pilotcar P1000

Alimak: Stand 601

Alimak will show several new and improved 
products on its stand including the brand new 
latest generation Scando 650a construction hoist. 
The company will also unveil its ‘My Alimak’ 
customised web based portal. The show will 
also see the UK debut of the TPL 2.0 Transport 
Platform which has been improved and upgraded, 
displayed alongside the Scando 650 XXL 
Construction Hoist.

On the stand: Alimak Scando 650 XXL, My 
Alimak, Alimak TPL 2.0, Alimak Scando 650a 

Alfa Access Services: Stand 404

Alfa Access Services - the UK distributor and 
service agent for Teupen spider lifts, ELS Lift 
scissors and booms, Omega Solutions heavy 
duty self-levelling tracked scissor lifts, Mecaplus 
self-levelling Rough Terrain boom lifts and Bravi 
low level platforms and stock pickers - will have a 
selection of new equipment on its stand including 
Teupen’s 30 metre Leo 30T Plus and 21 metre 
Leo 21GT, plus the new ELS VM6 mast type 
lift and 5.5 SP as well as a Pilotcar P1000. The 

Almac: Stand 503

Italian manufacturer AlmaCrawler produces 
self-levelling, self-propelled tracked aerial work 
platforms and will use Vertikal Days for the UK 
launch of the Jibbi 1890 PRiMO - its first full 
electric 18 metre working height boom lift. The 
company will also display several new products 
from its tracked carrier and material handling line.

On the stand: T-Crane 1060, ML 3.0 FX, Bibi 870, 
Jibbi 1670 EVO, Jibbi 1890 PRiMO

AlmaCrawler: Access Stand 504/505 See CPL

Alp Lift: Stand 215

First time exhibitor Alp Lift is planning to use the 
event for two European launches - the new 650kg 
capacity material lift XL400 and its one person, 
self-drive 12 metre working height AMWP 12 
vertical mast lift. Also on the stand will be manual 
and electric material lifts and an Air Hoist. 

Scando 650 XXL

Bravi Solo-Gyps 
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Bronto Skylift: Stand 606

Bronto Skylift will launch its ‘Bronto One’ cloud-
based portal with a ‘full visual overview of an 
owners resources, performance and abilities’. The 
portal can also access Bronto’s aftersales services 
from anywhere in the world.

In terms of platforms, the company will show a 
47 metre S47XR and 38 metre S38XDT which will 
be equipped with a 360 degree rotation camera 
platform/cage. Another handy programme is its 
new ‘Bronto Skylift Stock Programme’ which 
allows buyers to view delivery times for its various 
models.

On the stand: S38XDT with Rotating Camera Cage, 
S47XR, Bronto One

CLM Construction Supplies: Stand 603

CLM Construction Supplies will show a number of 
Maber rack & pinion hoists including the MB 500, 
MB C 1000 and the MB C 2000. The MB 500 is 
available in a single phase version with a capacity 
of up to 300kg or 500kg in the three-phase 
version. The MB C 1000 has a capacity of up to 
1000kg with lifting speeds of up to 24m/min. The 
MB C 2000 has a capacity of up to 1500kg and 
a maximum anchored height of 150 metres. The 
largest hoist capacity is two tonnes. 

On the stand:  Maber MB 500, MB C 1000, MB C 
2000

On the stand: CMC S15, CMC MY S18F, CMC S23, 
CMC S30

Comet: Stand 408: 
See: Hydraulic Platform Services

CPL: Stand 504/505

CPL - part of the Klubb group and distributor for 
Dinolift, AlmaCrawler, Palfinger and Isoli - will 
show a range of platforms from its suppliers 
including the Klubb KL26 electric van mount on 
a Renault Master ZE, and the compact Klubb 
KL21B mounted on a Renault Trafic van. Italian 
truck mounted lift manufacturer Isoli was recently 
acquired by Klubb, so CPL will display a 20 metre 
truck mounted lift from the Isoli range. CPL plans 
to market them in the UK as CPL/Klubb products. 

From Palfinger truck mounted platforms CPL will 
show a diesel P280 with a retrofit battery pack 
and while Dinolift has its own stand (309), CPL 
will also show some models picked specifically for 
the UK market. AlmaCrawler products will also be 
on display.

On the stand:  Klubb KL26 Renault Master ZE, 
KL21B Renault Trafic, Palfinger P280,  
AlmaCrawler Primo

CTE UK: Stand 101

The main new product launch on the CTE stand 
will be the 20 metre all-electric MP20EV truck 
mounted lift, mounted on a purpose-built, all-
electric 3.5 tonne chassis. This will be its first 
appearance in the UK since its launch last year. 
The company will also show the all-new 27 metre 

T270 Traccess spider lift, the latest and largest 
model in the new CTE line-up. Also on display will 
be the recent addition to the company’s 3.5 tonne 
truck mounted range, the 24 metre MP24C.

On the stand: MP20EV, T270 Traccess, MP24C

Dingli UK: Stand 602

China’s leading aerial lift manufacturer will use 
Vertikal Days for the first outing in the UK for its 
all-new line up of ‘Oil Free’ slab scissors. The 
range now extends from five to 10 metres. If 
you have not seen them before then this is a 
must see. Also on the stand will be several new 
articulated boom lifts, with working heights of 
16 to 20 metres, all of which are available with 
a choice of diesel, battery and hybrid power.  
Expect to see several models from its range of 
heavy duty, high and narrow ‘Super Scissors’ with 
working heights from 22 to 32 metres available in 
both slab electric and Rough Terrain formats. 

Dinolift: Stand 309

VERTIKAL DAYS

CMC MY S18F

CMC Lift UK: Stand 313

Italian spider lift manufacturer CMC will have four 
platforms on its stand - the 15 metre S15 which it 
claims is the most compact machine in its class - 
the new MY 18 metre S18F with radio controlled 
tracking and auto levelling, the 23 metre S23 - the 
company’s largest road towable spider lift which 
is light enough for a standard two axle equipment 
trailer and the new 30 metre S30.

Dinolift will make a number of UK product 
launches at Vertikal Days including the 28 
metre all electric Dino 280 RXTE lightweight 
self-propelled boom lift, the 21 metre 210XTB 
trailer lift and 22 metre 220 XTC tracked boom 
lift with special trailer for easy road transport. It 
has an overall weight of just over three tonnes, 
a maximum outreach of 11 metres with 215kg 
in the platform, and can jack itself up to a height 
of one metre allowing a small truck or trailer to 
reverse under it for easier loading and unloading.

On the stand: Dino 280 RXTE (AGM), Dino 
210XTB and Dino 220XTC+ trailer

Bronto Skylift

Maber hoist

CTE T270  
Traccess

Dino 220XTC





Easy Lift: Stand 209 
See Independent Access Sales

Electroelsa: Stand 605

Italian mastclimber and hoist manufacturer 
Electroelsa will show several new material 
hoists and mastclimbers on its stand - all with 
overload system safety devices and remote 
control. Electroelsa prides itself on the fact that its 
products are made entirely inhouse at its facility in 
Italy including all electrical components.

Goman Lift: Stand 302B

Goman Lift is making its UK debut at this year’s 
Vertikal Days and will have three platforms 
on display - the 28ft S08C tracked scissor lift, 
alongside two spider lifts.

The S08C offers a 10.5 metre working height and 
is based on the company’s well proven S08 slab 
scissor. It features lithium battery power alongside 
an AC mains power unit should the battery be 
exhausted. Both have a 900mm deck extension 
and dual axle automatic levelling. 

The 21 metre X21 and 18.3 metre X18 spiders are 
Goman’s best sellers and come with three power 
sources - a petrol engine for the X18 and Yanmar 
diesel for the X21 alongside lithium battery and 
AC motor power packs. Both models feature a 
galvanised boom, height and width adjustable 
crawlers, radio control and cable connector.

On the stand:  X18 and X21 tracked spiders. 

GSR: Stand 600

GSR will show several of its ‘PX’ articulated 
truck mounted platforms including the 20 metre 
B200PX, the 24 metre B240PX and the 22 metre 
B220PXE with end mounted platform, offering 
120kg capacity at an outreach of 11.25 metres. 
Also on display will be the 21 metre B210PXJ with 
articulating jib, mounted on a 3.5 tonne Mercedes 
Sprinter with 250kg platform capacity, 10 metres 
unrestricted outreach and 450 degrees slew. 
The jib is also available on the 22 metre B220TJ 
telescopic.

Compact AE electric scissor range, which extends 
from eight to 14 metres offering extended battery 
life and lower maintenance costs. The 20ft Star 
8S vertical mast type lift, is now equipped with 
the company’s Activ’Energy Management battery 
system - which is well worth asking about. The 
Haulotte boom lift line up will be represented by 
the 46ft Sigma16 Pro electric articulated boom 
and the fully electric 53ft HS18E-Pro.

On the stand:  Compact 10AE and Compact 
10N AE, Star 6 Crawler, Star 8S and Star10AE, 
HS18E-Pro electric RT scissor, Sigma 16-Pro and 
HA20LE-Pro 

Hinowa: Stand 500 
See Access Platform Sales (APS)

Hird: Stand 303

Hird will show several models from the Oil & 
Steel truck mounted range, alongside some of 
new spider lifts including at least one of its new 
Octoplus models.  

On the stand: Snake 2010 + H, Octoplus 17 
Lithium

VERTIKAL DAYS
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ELS Lift: Stand 404 
See Alfa Access Services

Faresin: Stand 206/308 
See GGR Group

France Elevateur: Stand 410/411/412 
See Versalift UK

Geda: Stand 502

See Mace Industries

Genie: Stand 207/208 
See Workplatform

GGR Group: Stand 206/308

As well as its crane and glass handling products, 
GGR’s packed stand will include the UK debut of 
the 17 metre/4,500kg Faresin 17.45 full electric 
telehandler - the world’s first 17 metre straight 
frame battery powered telehandler.

On the stand: Faresin 17.45 full electric 
telehandler

Haulotte UK: Stand 104

Haulotte will show a variety of boom and scissor 
lifts as well as its popular mast booms. The 
highlight will be models from the new five model 

HS18E-Pro
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Hydraulic Platform Services: Stand 408

Comet Platforms UK dealer Hydraulic Platform 
Services will show several van and truck mounted 
platforms from the manufacturer’s range, including 
a 14 metre van mount, the 20 metre articulated 
Eurosky 20|2|10 HQ JIB and the 31 metre New 
Eurosky 31|2|17 HQ JIB - all making their UK 
debuts. 

On the stand: 14 metre van mount, 20 and 31 
metre articulated truck mounts

Imer: Stand 301

Imer will show three spider lifts on its stand. 
Smallest is the compact 15 metre IM R 15 DA 
with 230kg platform capacity and dual sigma type 
riser, two section telescopic boom and jib for an 
outreach of seven metres and a seven metre up 
& over height. Standard specification includes 
hydraulic adjustable track width and a choice of 
lithium battery or AC electric motor power. The 19 
metre/230kg capacity IM R 19 SA EVO features 
a single riser, telescopic boom and jib and is also 
available with lithium and AC electric motor. The 
variable outrigger set up 23 metre IM R 23 DA, 
currently the largest spider lift in the Imer range, 
will also be on display.

On the stand:  IM R 15 DA, IM R 19 SA EVO and 
IM R 23 DA 

Independent Access Sales: Stand 209

Independent Access Sales - the distributor of Easy 
Lift aerial platforms in England - will show several 
tracked spider lifts including the 36 metre R360, 
the 24 metre articulated RA24, the 18 metre R180 
and the 13 metre R130. The company will also be 
talking about some of the latest product support 
initiatives from replacement parts to full repair and 
service packages.  

On the stand: Easy Lift R360, RA24, R180, R130

International Platforms: Stand 205

International Platforms specialises in buying and 
selling new and used platforms for an international 
customer base. It will highlight its ‘as seen’ or 
‘fully refurbished’ products, as well as the finance 
options it can organise, on-site valuations and 
training. The company will have a number of used 
machines on display, which can be purchased at 
the show, including a fully refurbished 32ft Skyjack 
SJ6832RT and 19ft Skyjack SJ3219, as well as 
a Dingli 1612DC, Genie GS3246, JCB 2632E and 
a Manitou 160ATJ. The company also represents 
Metal & Modular low level platforms including the 
six metre Navigator 6.0 and the recently launched 

4.5 metre Navigator 4.5 - both fully mechanical 
push around scissors.

On the stand: Metal and Modular Navigator 6.0 
and Navigator 4.5, Skyjack SJ3219, Skyjack 
SJ6832RT, Dingli JCPT1612DC, JCB S2632E, 
Manitou 160ATJ and Genie GS3246

IPAF: Stand 618

The International Powered Access Federation 
will have a substantial display of models from 
member companies that are exhibiting at the 
event, offering training demonstrations and 
highlighting the importance of promoting safe 
practices.  

Isoli: Stand 504/505
See CPL

JCB: Stand 406/506

JCB will have a packed stand which will include 
its first fully electric telescopic handler - the 
525-60E - offering zero on site emissions and 
significantly lower noise levels. If you have not 
already seen its 360 degree telehandlers, then 
this is your chance, it will show the 555-210R 
model, well worth a look. On the access side, the 
company will have several scissor lifts on display 
from its nine model range of slab electric scissor 
lifts with platform heights from 15ft to 45ft and 
platform capacities from 227kg to 550kg.

On the stand: S1530E, S4550E scissors, JCB 525-
60E, JCB 555-210R and JCB Power Products

VERTIKAL DAYS

Vicki Allen of  
International Platforms

Comet Eurosky 
26|2|13 HQ JIB

IM R 19 SA EVO

Easy Lift 
R130
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JLG: Stand 310

JLG - back at Vertikal Days for 
the first time since the pandemic 
- is planning a very busy stand 
with a display of its low level 
‘Power Tower’ platforms and 
electric scissors which includes 
the oil free DaVinci range. This 
is also an opportunity to meet 
the staff and learn about its new 
sales strategies. 

On the stand: Eco WR, Peco, 
Nano, Nano SP, Power Tower 
ES1330, ES1530, R1932, R2632, 
R3246, R4045

Klass: Stand 515 
See Kranlyft

Klubb: Stand 504/505 
See CPL

Leguan Lifts: Stand 604 

Finnish manufacturer Leguan 
Lifts will show its recently 
launched tracked spider lift, 
the 22.5 metre/250kg Leguan 
225. Also on the stand will be 
its other tracked spider models 
including the 19 metre 190 and the interesting 13.5 metre 135 Neo - as 
well as the Avant Techno e6 mini wheeled loader and the Leguan 50, a 
five metre platform mounted directly onto Avant loaders quick attach 
plate.

On the stand: Leguan 225, Leguan 190, Leguan 135 Neo, Avant E6 
mounted with Leguan 50

LGMG: Stand 200/300 
See Access Platform Sales (APS)

LiuGong Machinery Europe: Stand 501

Making its very first appearance at Vertikal Days, 
LiuGong will be showing a selection of its booms and 
scissor lifts including two diesel/battery electric slab 
scissors - the LSC1012DE and the LSC0607DE - as 
well as its 20 metre LA20JE articulated boom.  

On the stand: LSC1012DE, LSC0607DE, LA20JE

Maber: Stand 603 
See CLM Construction Supplies

Leguan 190
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Mace Industries: Stand 502

Mace Industries - the UK distributor for Geda 
hoists, passenger lifts and portable inclined 
lift/conveyors - will display a variety of hoists 
including a 21 metre/250kg Geda ladder hoist, 
the 200Z Geda rack and pinion goods hoist 
with a 200kg safe working load, the 850kg 
materials/500kg transport 500ZZP and the 
1,500kg 1200ZZP transport platform. It will also 
be showing the Bumpa - an inclined lift which aids 
the loading of tiles onto a roof.

On the stand: Geda ladder hoist, 200Z, 500ZZP and 
1200ZZP and Bumpa

Magni Telescopic Handlers: Stand 108

Italian telehandler manufacturer Magni will show 
machines from its wide range of fixed frame and 

360 degree telehandlers with lift heights up to 
51 metres and capacities up to 50 tonnes. For 
industrial applications the company now offers a 
specific product range with capacities from 4.5 to 
six tonnes. On the stand will be the six tonne/30 
metre RTH 6.30 360 degree telehandler as well as 
a selection of attachments.

On the stand: RTH 6.30

Manitou: Stand 103

Manitou will show several models from its new 
range of all electric boom lifts, including the 
new 46ft 160 ATJe all-electric Rough Terrain 
boom lift, with beefed up lift structure and a fully 
galvanised platform. The new ULM 412 - Ultra 
Light Manitou - telehandler weighs 1.25 tonnes 
making for easy towing behind any 4x4 and has a 
maximum lift height of 4.3 metres and 1.5 tonne 
lift capacity. Manitou will also display its 3-in-1 
MRT telehandler, winch and aerial work platform 
with a multitude of compatible attachments.

On the stand: ULM 412, 160 ATJe, 200 ATJe, 
120AETJ, MRT telehandler

Mecaplus: Stand 404 
See Alfa Access Services

Metal & Modular: Stand 205 
See International Platforms

Multitel Pagliero: Stand 509

Multitel Pagliero will have four platforms on 
its stand - three 3.5 tonne truck mounts and a 
spider lift. The truck mounts will include its fully 
hydraulic 19.9 metre HX 200 EX with aluminium 
base frame and front/rear extendable stabilisers, 
plus a 25.1 metre MZ 250 mounted on a compact 
three metre wheelbase chassis with all functions 
managed by Multitel’s MUSA system which 
optimises machine performance based on the load 
in the platform, slew position, and outrigger set 
up. The third unit is an MJE 250 with a working 
height of 24.7 metres and features a high strength 

aluminium boom topped by a jib with 180 degrees 
of articulation. Finally, the 25 metre SMX 250.2 
spider lift with variable position outrigger set up 
will round out the display.

On the stand: MJE 250, SMX 250.2, HX 200 EX, 
MZ 250, SMX 250.2

Niftylift: Stand 314

UK manufacturer Niftylift will show several 
models from its articulated boom lift line up. The 
highlight of its display will be the worldwide 
launch of its new 86ft HR28 Battery which 
offers a full 28 metres of working height. Other 
models will include three all-electric models, the 
33ft HR12LE, the new 50ft HR17E and the 63ft  
HR21E. Completing the company’s line-up will 
be its new spider lifts, including the 12.2 metre 
TD120TN Narrow and the low weight 50ft semi 
self-propelled SCD170.

All diesel models on show will have Euro Stage 
V compliant engines, or second generation Gen2 
Hybrids. The company will also demonstrate its 
lithium battery power options for its all electric 
models. 

On the stand: HeightRider12L All-Electric, 
HR17 All-Electric, HR21 All-Electric, Nifty 120T, 
TD120TN, SCD170, HeightRider28 Battery

VERTIKAL DAYS

Omega Solutions: Stand 404

See Alfa Access Services

Palfinger Platforms: Stand 504/505
See CPL

Pinnacle Platforms: Stand 507
See Sinoboom

Platform Basket: Stand 407
See Promax Access

Geda 200Z

Multitel SMX 250

Nifty 120T
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Promax Access: Stand 407

Platform Basket’s UK distributor Promax Access 
will show several spider lifts including the 
‘telecoms’ 33 metre Spider 33.15/300 and the 
20 metre ‘arborists’ Spider 20.95 with fibreglass 
basket option. Pride of place will be taken by the 
18 metre Spider 18.95 Hybrid which will make 
its UK debut. It offers a lower overall weight, an 
increased platform capacity of 230kg and full 
radio control operation. Hybrid versions are now 
available throughout the company’s spider lift 
range, while onboard diagnostic displays are fitted 
as standard on every machine helping reduce 
downtime costs and delays.

On the stand: Spider 33.15/300 Hybrid, Spider 
18.95 Hybrid, Spider 20.95 Hybrid and Spider 
20.95 with GRP Cage

Raptor: Stand 204  
See Socage 

RAXTAR: Stand 305

RAXTAR offers a range of passenger and material 
hoists, transport platforms, common towers 
and software solutions for the high and midrise 
construction market. The company will launch 
several new products at the show including the 
RXS2300 transport platform/material hoist - the 
latest in the company’s Smart Series - and the 
RXS2340 passenger and material hoist. The 
company will also demonstrate is new RX Control 
Next Level - a cloud based data solution aimed 
at eliminating downtime on site - while providing 
incident management and pro-active maintenance. 
The company’s UK operation ANC Access runs a 
full service rental fleet of RAXTAR equipment. 

On the stand: RX Control Next Level, RXS2300, 
RXS2340, RAXTAR Green Power Solution

SAEclimber: Stand 201

Spanish mastclimber and hoist manufacturer 
SAEclimber will show several models from its 
range of construction hoists, transport platforms, 
goods only hoists and mastclimbers as well as 
customised solutions for demolition, cooling 
towers, nuclear plants, industrial facilities and 
permanent installations. The company prides itself 
on its in-house custom engineering team that can 
design, manufacture and even install bespoke 
solutions to almost any work at height or elevated 
transport application.

It will also have several electric Rough Terrain 
boom lifts on show with its ‘Plus’ models which 
offer platform capacities up to 455kg and feature 
standard non marking RT tyres. Another UK debut 
will be the 72ft AB22EJP articulated boom lift, 
the 15ft 1530SE micro scissor and 19ft 1932ME 
complete with a new AC direct drive alongside 
the 10 metre ML10EJ mast boom. The stand will 
be manned by the Sinoboom Team supported by 
its UK dealer Pinnacle Platforms and Irish dealer 
Lolex.

On the stand: TB20EJ Plus 4WD, AB22EJ Plus 
4WD, ML10EJ, 1530SE, 1932ME AC Drive, 
5389RE Superdeck, 4069RD Diesel RT 

Skyjack: Stand 100

Skyjack will have a busy stand featuring the 
recently introduced 20ft SJ20E e-drive vertical 
mast lift with direct electric drive, its high 
capacity articulating booms and the X-Step 
option for scissor lifts. The SJ20E features 
fully proportional direct AC variable speed 
electric drive with up to 30 percent duty cycle 
improvement and smoother quieter controls with 
70 percent fewer hydraulic connections. The 
traversing deck extends 410mm and with zero 
inside steering radius. 

The lighter weight SJ45AJ+ and SJ60AJ+ offer 
platform capacities of up to 454kg and feature 
SmartTorque which optimises the gearing on 
the axle system along with a high efficiency 
hydraulics allowing the 25hp Kubota engine to 
deliver the necessary torque and performance 
found in larger engines. 

On the stand: SJ20, SJ45AJ+, SJ60AJ+, X-Step
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Ruthmann: Stand 410/411/412 
See Versalift UK

Sinoboom: Stand 507

Sinoboom will show 
a range of its electric 
boom and scissor 
lifts including the 40ft 
diesel 4069RD RT 
compact Rough Terrain 
scissor lift which 
features oscillating 
axles and outriggers as 
standard. Vertikal Days 
will also host the UK 
launch of its new 53ft 
all-electric 5389RE 
Superdeck Rough 
Terrain scissor lift with 
twin deck extensions.

Platform Basket Spider 18.95 Hybrid
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by 3.1 metres and 2.4 metres with the option of 
installing two cabins per mast.

On the stand: Passenger hoist NOV 2032 UP F4

Teupen: Stand 404
See Alfa Access Services

Versalift UK: Stand 410/411/412

As the official UK distributor for Ruthmann and 
France Elévateur, Versalift will have a range of 
products on display including the new 23 metre 
Ruthmann TBR 230 Hybrid, 20 metre Ecoline 
RS200 and the new 26 metre Bluelift SA26 Hybrid 
spider lift.

From France Elévateur the company will show the 
12 metre/120kg 121 Transit, capable of working 
with an outreach of up to seven metres without 
the need for outriggers or stabilisers. 

As to Versalift products, you can find out just how 
easy it is to convert an existing Versalift diesel/
PTO powered platform to full electric by watching 
live demonstrations of an E-Tech battery retrofit 
installation. 

On the stand: France Elevateur 121 Transit, 
Bluelift SA26 Hybrid, Ruthmann TBR 230 Hybrid, 
Ruthmann Ecoline RS200

Workplatform: Stand 207/208

Genie’s UK dealer Workplatform will show a range 
of boom lifts including the 60ft Genie Z-60 FE and 
45ft Z-45 FE hybrid articulated boom lifts. The 
re-introduced Z-45/25J RT Rough Terrain diesel 
boom lift features a DPF-free engine for lower 
cost maintenance. The Genie scissor lift range 
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Snorkel UK: Stand 
105/106

Snorkel will highlight 
several models from 
its extensive product 
range including the 
well proven and 
popular 12ft TM12 
mast type lift, the 
S3010P and S3010E 
10ft push around 
scissor lifts, the 
19ft S3219E slab 
electric scissor lift 
and the 38ft electric 
articulated A38E 
boom lift.

On the stand: TM12, 
S3010P, S3010E, 
3219E, A38E

Socage: Stand 204

Socage will show its latest 24 metre forSte24D 
Speed truck mounted platform with automatic 
outrigger set up, levelling and stowage. The 
feature is available on Speed truck mounted 
platforms up to 3.5 tonnes. Also on the stand 
will be the 14 metre forSte 14A pick-up mounted 
articulated platform on a 4x4 Ford Ranger chassis. 

Vertikal Days will also host the European launch 
of the company’s new Raptor brand which made 
its global debut at Conexpo. The line up has 
three models with 15, 18 and 21 metre working 
heights. The stand will feature the 18 metre 18S - 
definitely one not to miss. 

On the stand: forSte 24D Speed, forSte 14A Pick 
Up, Socage Raptor 18S 

STROS: Stand 402

First time exhibitor STROS - the Czech 
manufacturer of construction hoists and industrial 
elevators - will feature its NOV 2032 UP F4 
passenger hoist with a maximum capacity of 
2,000kg, a maximum speed of 45 metres a minute 
and a maximum build height of 350 metres. The 
internal dimensions of the cabin are 1.49 metres 

XGA20ACE, XGS28ACK, XGS58E1 

Zoomlion: Stand 102
See AJ Access 

will be represented by the 32ft GS-3232, the 46ft 
GS-4655 and the 19ft GS-1932m Micro Scissor, 
featuring fully sealed, maintenance-free AC 
electric drive. A selection of Superlift Advantage 
(SLA) material lifts and AWP push around 
personnel lifts will also be on display.

On the stand: Genie Z-60 FE and Z-45 FE,  
GS-3232, GS-4655, GS-1932m, SLA and  
AWP lifts

XCMG: Stand 202/203

XCMG will have a stand full of machines making 
their world and European debuts. World debuts 
include the 43ft XG1523ERT electric RT scissor 
with a 15 metre working height and 700kg 
platform capacity and the 88ft all-electric 
XGS28ACK telescopic boom with a 28.8 metre 
working height and 460kg platform capacity. 
The upgraded 187ft XGS58E1 ‘Mega Boom’ also 
makes its worldwide debut with a working height 
of 58.6 metres and working outreach of 24.8 
metres.  
A selection of scissor lifts and articulating booms 
will also be on the stand including the new 20ft 
XG0807AEW oil-free model. 

On the stand: XG0608DC, XG0807AEW, 
XG1008AC, XG1012AC, XG1523ERT, XGA16E, 

Versalift UK

forSte 14A Pick Up
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AlmaCrawler: Stand 503/206/308

Almac will show its T-Crane 1060 pick and 
carry mini crane which can be driven and used 
on slopes up to 22 degrees. Equipped with a 
standard remote control, the T-Crane 1060 can 
carry loads up to 990kg and has a 7.7 metre lifting 
height and 6.1 metre maximum radius.

On the stand: T-Crane 1060 pick and carry mini 
crane 

Artic Crane: Stand 514 

See City Lifting

BG Lift: Stand 206/308
See GGR Group

Böcker: Stand 107

Böcker will launch the new AK 48e truck crane 
to the UK market. The first fully electric steel/
aluminium boom truck crane which is also 
available with a diesel PTO drive or as a 400V 
hybrid. The crane features improved working 
speeds and stability for high loads, a 180 degree 
luffing jib and tower crane function. Also on show 
will be the popular AK 46/6000 mounted on a 
three axle carrier and the AHK 36 trailer crane. 
The company will also be showcasing its hoist 
products including the trailer mounted Simply 
inclined lift and the Top-Lift ladder lift.

On the stand: AK48e steel/aluminium truck crane

crAnes
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City Lifting: Stand 514

The City Lifting team will be on hand 
to share its extensive knowledge and 
experience of all things crane related, 
both tower and mobile cranes. This year 
it will showcase its new crane guides 
which provide technical information 
on the full range of machines in its 
mobile and tower crane divisions.  The 
company is also the UK distributor for 
Comansa and Artic Crane tower cranes.

Comansa: Stand 514

See City Lifting

City Lifting



Cormidi: Stand 206/308
See GGR Group

Crowland Cranes: Stand 112

Crowland Cranes represents the Grove Rough Terrain crane line and will 
partner with Manitowoc to display the new 100 tonne Grove GRT8100-1 
Rough Terrain. Also on the stand will be Crowland’s Power-Pad product 
range, along with two new products - the Power-Pad Mod Lite aluminium 
modular outrigger pad system and the Power-Blok plastic cribbing system.

On the stand: Grove GRT8100-1 RT, Power-Pad MOD Lite and Power-Blok 
plastic cribbing

Demag: Stand 114/115

See Tadano UK

Emerson Crane Hire: Stand 613

Emerson will debut two of its new Liebherr All Terrain cranes - the 450 
tonne, eight axle LTM1450 8.1 which will be displayed alongside its brand 
new fully equipped escort vehicle and the 60 tonne, three axle LTM1060-
3.1 which features the VarioBase variable outrigger set-up and monitoring.

On the stand: Liebherr LTM 1450-8.1 and LTM1060-3.1

Falcon Tower Crane Services: Stand 611

Falcon Tower Crane Services will focus on sustainability showcasing 
the newly released JCB Stage V generators, Punch Flybrid System and 
Northvolt Battery System - most definitely worth a look.

On the stand: JCB Stage V Generator PUNCH Flybrid System, Northvolt 
Battery System 
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V210R. Also on the stand will be the Spexlift 
Ergomover 1500 DC Electric Trolley.

On the stand: Valla V110R, Ergomover 1500 DC 
Electric Trolley

Hoeflon: Stand 508
See Foster Cranes 

Jaso: Stand 611

See Falcon Tower Crane Services

Jekko: Stand 211/212

 See JT Cranes

JMG: Stand 508
See Foster Cranes

JT Cranes: Stand 211/212

Jekko distributor JT Cranes will show a range of 
the Italian manufacturer’s spider cranes including 
the latest SPX328, the SPX532, the SPX650 

FB Gru: Stand 512

See Nationwide Group

Foster Cranes: Stand 508

UK crane sales and service company Foster 
Cranes will show several products from the 
Hoeflon range of cranes and transport carriers,  
including the 1.2 tonne TC1 Tracked Carrier and a 
TC1 mounted with a 550kg capacity crane as well 
as the fully electric, 3,000kg capacity C6e and the 
4,000kg capacity C10 & C10e. 

The company will also show the JMG MC100HY 
industrial pick & carry crane - JMG’s  first 
lithium powered hybrid crane - which features 
an onboard generator allowing users to run the 
crane indefinitely without the need for external 
recharging.

On the stand: TC1 tracked carrier, TC1 with crane 
and Hoeflon C6e, C10 and C10e

Galizia: Stand 206/308

See GGR Group

GGR Group: Stand 206/308

Specialist lifting equipment from the GGR Group 
will feature mini spider cranes, glazing robots 
and vacuum lifters. On display will be the new 
17 metre Faresin full electric telehandler and the 
Almacrawler multi-loader range. GGR distributes 
UNIC, Sunward, Galizia, BG Lift, Almac and 
Glasboy as well as vacuum lifters and restricted 
access lifting machines.

On the stand: 17m Faresin all-electric telehandler 
and AlmaCrawler multi-loader

and the SPX1280. Also on the stand will be the 
heavy duty JF235 and JF545 articulated crawler 
cranes as well as the Jekko MPK 06 and MPK 50 
minipickers pick & carry cranes. Accessories on 
show will include the Jib 500 GR Beam Clamp 
and Glass Manipulator JVM800

On the stand: Jekko SPX328, SPX532, SPX650, 
SPX1280, MPK 06 and MPK 50, Jib 500 GR Beam 
Clamp and Glass Manipulator JVM800

Klaas: Stand 515

See Kranlyft Group
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Glasboy: Stand 206/308

See GGR Group

Grove: Stand 110/111/112

See Manitowoc Cranes

Hird: Stand 303

Hird will exhibit two Valla remote controlled pick 
& carry cranes - the 11 tonne V110R and 21 tonne 
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Liebherr : Stand 614/615/616/617

Liebherr will have an impressive display with 
several of the cranes on display making their UK 
debuts. It will also highlight its support services, 
such as operator training and instruction courses 
and planning software.

The UK debuts will include the 300 tonne LTM 
1300-6.3 - the first six axle crane with 90 metres 
of main boom - and the five axle 110 tonne LTM 
1110-5.2, the first to feature the Liccon 3 control 
system. The All Terrain line-up will also include 

Kranlyft Group: Stand 515 

Kranlyft will concentrate on Maeda cranes 
showing the full battery electric crane range - the 
MC285CB-3 and MC305CB-3 - as well as the 
latest Maeda MK3053 knuckle boom crane. Also 
on show will be the smallest and largest CC mini 
crawler crane - the CC423 and CC1908 - as well 
as a Klaas aluminium boom 
truck crane.

On the stand: Maeda 
CC1908, CC423, MC305CB-3, 
MC285CB-3, MK3053 and 
Klaas truck crane

the 150 tonne LTM 1150-5.3, 230 tonne LTM 
1230-5.1, 160 tonne LTM 1160-5.2 and 120 tonne 
LTM 1120-4.1.

The company’s mobile self-erecting tower crane 
range will be represented by the MK88, alongside 
the regular 81k self-erecting tower crane and 100 
tonne LTR 1100 telescopic crawler crane.

Liebherr’s technical team will be demonstrating 
the latest updates to its Crane Planner software 
showing how to get full value from the 

VERTIKAL DAYS
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a 55 metre jib, two hoist winches, a 10.25 metre 
minimum out of service radius and Connect 
remote digital monitoring technology. 

On the stand: Grove GMK5250XL-1, MR 229, 
GRT8100-1, GMK5120L, GMK3060L-1

National Crane: Stand 110/111/112

See Manitowoc Cranes

Nationwide Group: Stand 512

First time exhibitor at Vertikal Days, the stand will 
include all four Nationwide divisions: Nationwide 
Tower Cranes will have the UK’s first FB Gru 
GA301 self-erecting tower crane on display, 
Nationwide Lifting Solutions will show the new 
Böcker truck crane, Nationwide Training Solutions 
will be on hand to discuss its new NPORS and 
CPCS training centre and Nationwide Plant 
Solutions will promote and discuss its site specific 
lift management services.

On the stand: FB Gru GA301 self-erecting tower 
crane

‘MyLiebherr’ account, which allows access to all 
digital documents for the company’s products. 
Liebherr Training Services will have a display and 
be available to advise on new technology and 
training courses.

On the stand: LTM 1300-6.3, LTM 1110-5.2, LTM 
1150-5.3, LTM 1230-5.1, LTM 1160-5.2 and LTM 
1120-4.1, MK88, 81k and LTR 1100

Maeda: Stand 515

See Kranlyft 

Manitex Valla: Stand 303

See Hird

Manitowoc Cranes: Stand 110/111/112

The Manitowoc stand will include mobile cranes 
from Grove, alongside Potain tower cranes and 
will be promoting its customer support services 
including used crane sales, training, rebuilds and 
refurbishment, parts and repairs.  

On the stand will be three All Terrains, one Rough 
Terrain and a tower crane. The Grove All Terrains 
include the five axle, 250 tonne GMK5250XL-1 
with 78.5 metre main boom, the 120 tonne, five 
axle GMK5120L with 66 metre boom and the 
three axle 60 tonne GMK3060L-1.

The 100 tonne GRT8100-1 Rough Terrain is 
the upgraded version of the GRT8100 with a 
maximum tip height of 72.9 metres with the full 
swingaway extension installed. It also features 
a new chassis and engine along with variable 
outrigger set up. The Potain MR 229 is the 
company’s first luffing jib tower crane with CCS 
control, it has a maximum capacity of 14 tonnes, 

NMT Crane Hire: Stand 609

Crane hire company NMT will exhibit three of 
its latest cranes - the new 120 tonne four axle 
Liebherr LTM1120-4.1 with 66 metre main boom 
and 19 metre fly jib, the six axle Spierings AT6 
eLift mobile tower crane featuring 100 percent 
electric use when on site and the 60 tonne 
three axle Liebherr LTM 1060-3.1 with 48 metre 
main boom. NMT will also be making some 
major announcements at the show as part of its 
relaunch programme. 

On the stand: Liebherr LTM1120-4.1, Spierings 
AT6 eLift and Liebherr LTM1060-3.1

VERTIKAL DAYS
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The following list includes all exhibitors and the brands that they represent attending this year’s event.

performis MP5
Petzl MP47
Pewag MP48
Pilotcar 404
Pinnacle Platforms 507
Plant Planet  MP2 
Platform Basket 407
Platinum MP24
PlumAlti MP48
Point of Rental Software MP10
Potain 110/111/112
Power-Pads 112
Promax Access 407
Pro-Spec MP46
Pulmati MP48
RAXTAR 305
RaycoWylie Systems MP33
Red Rooster MP48
Rent Pay Go MP3
ressys MP5
RHC Lifting  MP6
Righetti 303
Roadside Technologies MP28
Rolls MP9
Rotabroach MP48
RUD MP48 and MP15
Ruthmann 410/411/412
SAEclimber 201
SafetyLiftinGear MP34
Sany 214B
Sapphire MP30
Scan Global Logistics Entrance
Severn Sky Engineering  MP39
Shield Batteries MP46
Shuttlelift 110/111/112
Sinoboom  507
Skyjack 100
SMIE UK  MP29
Snorkel UK 105/106
Socage  204
Spanset MP48
Spartan Solutions MP20
SPE Chargers MP9
Speedy Services 409
Spexlift 303
Spierings Mobile Cranes  109
SPT Spider Cranes 511
Stahl Crane Systems MP48
Sterling Battery MP46
Straightpoint MP48 and MP41
STROS 402
Sunward 206/308
TAB MP9
Tadano UK 114/115
Tecnomagnete MP15
Tele Radio UK  MP40
Tensology MP38
Teupen 404
The Crosby Group MP41
Tiger Lifting MP48 
Top Service MP17
Torquer  MP16
Total Source 510
Towergate Insurance MP19
Tracked Carriers  311
Trackunit  MP42
Trojan Batteries 510 and MP21
TurboPrecleaner 510
TVH   510
TVH University 510
UNIC 206/308
Universal Crane Mats  210
Uplifter 511
UpRate Digital  MP22
US Battery MP8 and MP9
Valla 303
Valvoline MP24
Van Beest Green Pin MP48
Verope MP43
Versalift United Kingdom 410/411/412
Vertikal Press / Vertikal Days Media Centre
Wienold 400/500
William Hackett  MP48
Winlet 303
Wippermann 510
Wolffkran  607/608
Wolff Onsite 607/608
Woods Powr Grip 206/308
Workplatform  207/208
XCMG   202/203
Xenith Heights MP47
Xona MP15
Yoke MP48
Zoomlion 102

Geda 502
GemOne  510 and MP30
Genie 207/208
GGR Group 206/308
Glasboy 206/308
Goman Lift 302B
Gorbel MP15
Gouweleeuw MP37
Grammar 510
GRIPPS MP47
Grove 110/111/112
GS Yuasa  MP46
GSR  600
Gunnebo Industries MP48 and MP41
Hammer MP34
Haulotte UK 104
Hinowa 500
Hird  303
Hitec Lift Trucks  113
Hoeflon 508
Hoistech 405B
Hydraquip 405A
Hydraulic Platform Services  408
Hytorc Industrial Bolting Systems  MP31
Imer 301
Independent Access Sales 209
Inferno MP32
Infosystem  MP5
InspHire  MP23
International Platforms 205
IPAF  618
Isoli 504/505
ITH Bolting Technology UK   513
Jaso 611
JCB 406/506
Jekko 211/212
JLG 310
JMG 508
JT Cranes 211/212
Kirkby Tyres 302A
Kito MP48
Klaas 515
Knipex MP47
Kran & Bühne Media Centre
Kranlyft Group 515
Klubb 504/505
Lasalign  216
Latch and Batchelor  MP43
Leguan Lifts 604
Leoch Battery  307
leva+ MP5
LGMG 200/300
Liebherr Great Britain  614/615/616/617
LifeGear MP34
Lifting Equipment Engineers Association (LEEA) MP45
Lifting Gear Products MP48
Lifting Gear & Safety  MP12
Lifting Gear UK MP12
Lift-Tex Heavy Lift Slings MP32
LiuGong Machinery   501
Load Monitoring Systems MP25
Lolex 507
Lucas MP9
Maber 603
Mace Industries  502
Maeda 515
Magni Telescopic Handlers 108
Manitex Valla 303
Manitou 103
Manitowoc Cranes 110/111/112
MCS Rental Software MP35
Mecaplus 404
Metal & Modular 205
Miller Weblift MP15
Modulift UK  MP26
Mouvers 403A
Multitel Pagliero  509
Myerscough College MP1  
My Future My Choice Entrance
National Crane 110/111/112
Nationwide Group 512
Niftylift  314
NMT Crane Hire 609
Niko MP48
No Falls Foundation 618
Nolim 400/500
Oil & Steel 303
Omega Solutions 404
Onyx MP30
Outriggerpads 510
Palfinger Platforms 504/505
Paragon Traffic Management MP27
PB Lift 404
Pegasus Battery MP8

EXHIBITOR & BRAND LIST

1Guava 607/608
Aberdeen Web  MP18
Access Platform Sales  200/300/400/500
AJ Access Platforms 102
Albright 510
Alfa Access Services 404
Alimak 601
Alimats 217
Alliance Automotive Group MP24
AlmaCrawler (cranes) 206/308 
AlmaCrawler (access) 503
Almac 503
Alp Lift  215
AMCS Technologies  MP13/14
Ametek 510
ANC Access 305
APP 510
ARESTA MP47
Artic Crane 514
Autec MP6
Avant Tecno 604
Avon MP11
Baldwin Filters 510
Battery Service Hub  MP8
Bauser 510
BBL Batteries MP11
Beta 510
BG Lift 206/308
Blokcam MP41
Bluelift 410/411/412
Böcker UK 107
BoSS 400/500
Bravisol/Bravi Platforms  401
Brian James Trailers 403B
Brilliant Ideas  217
Briggs 113
Brindley Chains MP48
Bronto Skylift 606
CAM attachments 510
Capja MP36
Carl Stahl Evita  MP15
Certex  MP12
City 1st Tyres 214A
City Lifting 514
City Traffic Management Services  MP28
CLM Construction Supplies  603
Close Brothers Asset Finance  306
CMC  313
Columbus McKinnon MP48 and MP15
Comansa 514
Comet UK 408
Cormidi 206/308
CPA 612
CPL 504/505
Cranes & Access Media Centre
Cranes Today Marketplace
Crosby MP48 and MP41
Crowland Cranes 112
Crown Battery MP46
CTE UK 101
Curtis 510
DC Battery Technologies  MP21
delta-q 510
Demag 114/115
Diepa MP15
Dingli UK  602
Dinolift 309
Discover Battery MP11
Donaldson 510
Dynamic Load Monitoring  MP7
Dynaset  MP4
Dyneema MP32
Easy Lift 209
Ecobat Battery MP9
Eichenger MP48
Electroelsa 605
ELS Lift 404
Emerson Crane Hire 613
Energic Plus 510
Enerpac MP48
English Braids MP48
Euro Auctions MP44
Extreema MP32
Falcon Tower Crane Services  611
Faresin 206/308
FB Gru 512
Fleetguard 510
Fluke 510
Foster Cranes  508
France Elevateur 410/411/412
Fronius MP9
FT Wind Sensors 213A
G-Force MP34
Galazia 206/308
Ganteryd 405B
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reach with exceptional versatility’ and its lifting 
capacity in steep boom positions makes the AC 
4.080-1 ‘unbeatable in its class’. In the UK it can 
travel fully equipped within 16.5 tonnes per axle 
or remain under 12 tonnes an axle with 9.3 tonnes 
of counterweight and swingaway extension, 
while 10 tonnes is possible with 3.3 tonnes of 
counterweight. 

On the stand: AC 2.040-1, AC 4.080-1

Unic: Stand 206/308

See GGR Group

Uplifter: Stand 511

SPT spider crane distributor Uplifter will make its 
Vertikal Days debut this year showing a selection 

Potain: Stand 110/111/112
See Manitowoc Cranes

Righetti: Stand 303
See Hird

Sany: Stand 214B 

Sany UK will exhibit the SCE600TB 60t telescopic 
crawler crane. With five section 46m main boom 
and boom synchronization feature via a twin 
telescopic cylinder and cables, the 9.2m to 16m 
bi-folding jib can be offset to 30 degrees. Powered 
by Cummins Stage V engine with a Rexroth 
hydraulic system.

Shuttlelift: Stand 110/111/112

See Manitowoc Cranes

Spierings Mobile Cranes: Stand 109

Dutch mobile self-erecting tower crane 
manufacturer Spierings will have two electric 
powered cranes on the stand, the SK1265-AT6 
eLift and the SK487-AT3 eLift with eDrive. Both 
models can work completely emission free when 
on site. 

On the stand: SK1265-AT6 eLift and SK487-AT3 
eLift & eDrive

VERTIKAL DAYS

Tadano AC 2.040-1

SPT Spider Cranes: Stand 511

See Uplifter

Sunward: Stand 206/308

See GGR Group

Tadano : Stand 114/115

Tadano will show two of its latest cranes: the 
40 tonne two axle AC 2.040-1 - the first crane 
jointly developed by Tadano’s Lauf and Demag 
Zweibrücken engineering teams - alongside the 
80 tonne four axle AC 4.080-1. The AC 2.040-1 
features the IC-1 Plus control system, the E-Pack 
for zero-emission crane operation, Surround 
View camera system and the Flex Base variable 
outrigger set up. It can travel with 1.1 tonnes 
of counterweight on board within 12 tonne axle 
loads. The fully extended 35.2 metre main boom 
has a capacity of 7.6 tonnes at a radius of eight 
metres.  

Tadano claims the AC 4.080-1 blends ‘outstanding 

Wolff 355B

Sany SCE600TB

of spider cranes, glasswork machines, tracked 
carriers and vacuum lifts, while promoting its rent 
programme which covers its entire product range. 
In the event of an emergency, Uplifter says it can 
supply the correct lifting equipment to any UK site 
within the shortest possible time.  

On the stand: SPT299 and SPT499 spider cranes, 
Glassworker GW625 and GW1125, UPM1225 
tracked carrier, UPG600 and UPG350 vacuum 
lifter

Valla: Stand 303
See Hird

Weinold: Stand 400/500

See Access Platform Sales

Winlet: Stand 303

See Hird

Wolffkran: Stand 607/608

This year Wolffkran will exhibit its Wolff 355 B 
luffing jib tower crane with a maximum capacity 
of 28 tonnes and 60 metre jib. It will also have 
one of its 250 tonne Grove All Terrain cranes on 
the stand. Wolff Onsite will present in-house 
lifting accessories including Big Red - cantilever 
cage - and the new Anti-climb camera system. 
It will also demonstrate its new online software 
package 1Guava to keep project lift plans on 
track. It can manage, allocate and track the 
utilisation of cranes as well as all the construction 
plant on site.

On the stand: Wolff 355 B, Grove 250 tonne AT, 
1Guava software package

Glassworker GW625



1Guava: Stand 607/608
See Wolffkran

Aberdeen Web: Stand MP18

Aberdeen Web - one of the UK’s leading 
manufacturers of webbing slings, round slings and 
ratchet systems up to 250 tonnes - will have one 
of its new 250 tonne WLL round slings on display 
that has been full tested in its own inhouse test 
facilities.

On the stand: 250TE WLL round sling 

other equipment
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Albright: Stand 510

See TVH

Alimats: Stand 217

See Brilliant Ideas

Alliance Automotive Group: Stand MP24

Platinum International will show products from 
its range of deep cycle flooded, carbon AGM 
and starter batteries. Its deep cycle range is 
fitted as standard equipment by several aerial 
lift manufacturers. The company prides itself on 
providing free delivery without a minimum order 
value, it will also collect waste batteries and oil 
through its partnership with Valvoline. Stop by the 
stand to enter a number of prize draws.

On the stand: Platinum deep cycle, AGM, 
automotive and commercial batteries, Valvoline 
oils

cranes. It calculates in real time and in 3D the 
distances between part of the crane - including 
the cab position - and movement speed to 
enable a slowing down followed by a complete 
immobilisation of the tower crane at a pre-set 
distance from the mobile crane. The CAM 61 
camera for cranes features high definition, a 36x 
optical zoom, 16x digital zoom, day/night vision 
ICR filter, autofocus and image stabiliser.

On the stand: CAM61 and DCS 61-S

Ametek: Stand 510

See TVH

APP: Stand 510

See TVH

ARESTA: Stand MP47

See Xenith Heights

Autec: Stand MP6
See RHC Lifting

AMCS Technologies: Stand MP13/14

French safety device manufacturer AMCS 
Technologies manufactures anti-collision and 
zoning products for tower and other cranes and 
will have two new additions to its product line 
on display - the DCS 61-S driving control safety 
system and the CAM 61 video camera.

The DCS 61-S automatically detects the 
movements of mobile cranes and integrates 
the information into the control of tower 
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Avon Batteries: Stand MP11

See BBL Batteries

Baldwin Filters: Stand 510

See TVH

Battery Service Hub: Stand MP8

Battery Service Hub will show a range of US 
Battery and Pegasus products. US Battery 
products will make their first appearance at 
Vertikal Days - they have been fitted as standard 
equipment by several aerial lift manufacturers 
for more than 30 years. Products on show will 
include AGM, Gel and lithium batteries and 
chargers.

On the stand: US Battery and Pegasus 

Bauser: Stand 510

See TVH

BBL Batteries: Stand MP11

First time exhibitor BBL Batteries is another 
leading UK battery distributor. The company will 
use the event to launch its new exclusive sales 
and distribution partnership with Canada-based 
Discover Battery, a global manufacturer and 
developer of Motive Power batteries.  

Products range from deep cycle Dry Cell AGM 
and Gel Cell lead acid batteries to Lithium battery 
solutions with integrated smart systems, fast 
charging and cold temperature capability. BBL will 
also display its Avon battery range. 

On the stand:  Dry Cell AGM, Gel Cell and Lithium 
Batteries, Battery Chargers

deck panels which it says is ideal for transporting 
aerial work platforms. Features include low 
long-term running costs, smooth and quiet towing 
and a five year chassis warranty. Its ‘Connect’ 
flatbed trailer will also be on the stand, fitted 
with the optional tilt bed and full width punched 
tail ramp. It is available with a vast range of bed 
sizes, colours and options, this is apparently the 
trailer of choice for many equipment dealers, 
rental companies and contractors. The company’s 
detailed online configurator helps buyers build 
up the trailer, automatically calculating the load 
capacity and price. 

On the stand: General Plant tilt bed trailer, 
Connect tilt bed trailer

Beta: Stand 510
See TVH

Blokcam: Stand MP41

See The Crosby Group

Brian James Trailers: Stand 403B

Yet another first time Vertikal Days exhibitor is 
Northamptonshire based Brian James Trailers. 
The company will unveil its new ‘General Plant’ 
trailer at the show, with tilt bed and super grip 
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Cranes in the clouds

Brilliant Ideas: Stand 217

Brilliant Ideas will showcase its Alimats range of interlocking aluminium 
outrigger mats with sizes from 0.33 to 8.07 square metres and weighing 
between 13kg and 48kg making them easy for two people to handle. The 
highlight of the stand will be the brand new ‘Half Loader Spreader Module’ 
which will replace crane pads on the Alimats system. Designed to provide 
a more even load spread under high outrigger loadings, it complements the 
existing range of modules spreading the outrigger load over two locations. The 
new profile is deeper than the standard Alimats profile and three times stiffer. 

On the stand: Half Load Spreader Module

Briggs: Stand 113

See Hitech Lift Trucks

Brindley Chains: Stand MP48

See Lifting Gear Products

CAM attachments: Stand 510
See TVH

Capja: Stand MP36

Capja specialises in 
digitising timesheets 
and check sheets with 
an easy-to-use app, 
tracking employee hours 
and job progress without 
manual paperwork. The 
company will feature its 
CapjaDocs solution, which uses dynamic QR codes to store and access 
critical information related to physical assets or spaces. The portal allows 
the creation and management of secure QR codes that link to handbooks, 
LOLER certificates, specification sheets and PDI/PUWER, product videos etc, 
providing instant access to the information. The company is also introducing 
an asset manager for LOLER inspections. Using NFC/QR tags it allows the 
efficient addition of accessories into the tackle register. 

On the stand: CapjaDocs, AssetCapja, Timesheet & Check sheet mobile app

Carl Stahl Evita: Stand MP15

Carl Stahl offers a wide range of standard lifting equipment as well as specific 
advice and bespoke designs for more unusual lifting requirements. The product 
range includes permanent lifting magnets, electromagnetic lifters, Diepa crane 
ropes, general purpose wire ropes, load balancers, crane systems, lifting 
points, lifting beams, plate clamps, grabs, electric chain hoists, chain blocks, 
digital load cells, hand winches, fork lift attachments and vacuum lifters.

On the stand: Tecnomagnete MaxX permanent lifting magnets, RUD lifting 
points, polyester webbing slings/roundslings 
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Certex: Stand MP12
See Lifting Gear UK

City 1st Tyres: Stand 214A

Making its debut, City 1st Tyres 
is the UK wholesaler for Dunlop 
and Goodride Crane Tyres and 
offers a national UK service 
network. 

City Traffic Management 
Services: Stand MP28

First time at the show, City Traffic Management 
will showcase the latest technology in traffic 
management 
systems, 
making sites 
safer by 
removing the 
potential for 
incidents and 
accidents.

On the stand: 
Traffic lights, Variable message signs

Close Brothers Asset Finance: Stand 306

Over the past 30 years Close Brothers Asset 
Finance has grown to become a leading finance 
company for businesses wanting to buy new 
or used equipment. Its team understands 
the industry and offers tailor made, practical 
solutions. Backed by Close Brothers merchant 
bank it can offer Hire Purchase, Lease and 
Refinance for small to medium size companies.

Columbus McKinnon: Stand MP15 and MP48
See Carl Stahl Evita and Lifting Gear Products

CPA: Stand 612

The CPA - Construction 
Plant-hire Association - the 
leading trade association 
for equipment rental in the 
UK, will have its team on 
hand to offer all manner of advice and guidance. 
It will also host one of its Mobile Crane and Tower 
Crane Interest Group meetings, where topics 
will include Drop Prevention and Engineered 
Solutions, Alternative Energy Solutions, Routing 
and Authorities, CAA CAP1096 Update and the 
CPA Guidance - Procurement of a Mobile Crane. 
Members wishing to attend this event should 
ideally register their interest with Rob Squires at 
rob@cpa.uk.net

Cranes Today: Marketplace

The oldest English language magazine will have 
the latest issues on display.

Cranes & Access: Media Centre

Cranes & Access magazine - part of the lifting 
equipment news provider Vertikal Press - is the 
leading publication for the crane and aerial lift 
industry, with each issue generating a readership 
in the region of 30,000 across 
more than 200 countries. The 
magazine includes features on 
equipment types, innovations 
and techniques as well as its 
regular columns and news. 
See Kran & Bühne, Vertikal.net, 
Vertikal Press

Crosby: Stand MP41

See The Crosby Group

Crown Battery: Stand MP46

See Shield Batteries

Curtis: Stand 510

See TVH

DC Battery Technologies: Stand MP21

Now part of the Sunlight Group, DC Battery 
Technologies is the UK master distributor for 
Trojan Batteries and will display both existing and 
new batteries including the recently launched 
Trojan AES range. Technical experts from Trojan 
will be on the stand to help answer any questions.

On the stand: Trojan Lithium and Trojan AES

delta-q: Stand 510

See TVH

Diepa: Stand MP15

See Carl Stahl Evita
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mobile machinery into electricity, high pressure 
water, compressed air, magnet power, vibration, 
vacuum and power boosting.

On the stand: Hydraulic generators, magnet 
generators and compressors, hydraulic high 
pressure water pumps

Dyneema: Stand MP32

See Lift-Tex Heavy Lift Slings

Ecobat Battery: Stand MP9

Eco Battery will have a wide selection of products 
including batteries, watering systems, solar 
panels, chargers, inverters and accessories from 
Rolls, US Battery, SPE Chargers, TAB, Fronius and 
Lucas.

Enerpac: Stand MP48

See Lifting Gear Products

English Braids: Stand MP48

See Lifting Gear Products

Euro Auctions: Stand MP44

Euro Auctions conducts unreserved auctions of 
industrial, construction and agricultural equipment 
on a global basis. It claims to sell more lots per 
auction than any other auction house. Visit the 
stand to find out more.
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Discover Battery: Stand MP11
See BBL Batteries

Donaldson: Stand 510

See TVH

Dynamic Load Monitoring: Stand MP7

Dynamic Load Monitoring specialises in the 
design, manufacture, repair and calibration of 
load cells, load monitoring and cable working 
equipment for the offshore, renewable energy, 
marine, subsea and lifting and rigging industries. 
It will be showing its Telemetry Shackle Load 
Cell TS-3.0, Telemetry Tensile Link TL-3.0, Small 
Telemetry Compressive Load Cell TC-3.0-SM.

On the stand: Telemetry Shackle Load Cell TS-3.0, 
Telemetry Tensile Link TL-3.0, Small Telemetry 
Compressive Load Cell TC-3.0-SM, 

Dynaset: Stand MP4

Hydraulic equipment manufacturer Dynaset 
specialises in converting the hydraulic power of 

Eichenger: Stand MP48

See Lifting Gear Products

Energic Plus: Stand 510

See TVH

Extreema: Stand MP44
See Lift-Tex Heavy Lift Slings

Fleetguard: Stand 510

See TVH

Fluke: Stand 510

See TVH
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Fronius: Stand MP9

See Ecobat Battery 

FT Wind Sensors: Stand 213A

First time exhibitor FT Technologies produces 
wind sensors for harsh conditions. With no 
moving parts or maintenance required they are 
said to provide consistent, reliable data for cranes 
and control systems. The technology is resistant 
to shock, vibration and the elements, making 
it ideal for use all year round. The sensors are 
widely used for wind turbine control and a range 
of industrial applications where wind data is 
critical. 

On the stand: FT Ultrasonic Wind Sensor

Ganteryd: Stand 405B
See Hoistech

GemOne: Stand MP30

GemOne is a global provider of smart 
telematics solutions and will bring its Onyx 
fleet management solution for mixed industrial 
fleets to the show. The solution allows users 
to monitor their fleet in real time, including its 
location, when it is being operated and when 
it is due for maintenance. Also on the stand is 
Sapphire - a safety management solution for the 
material handling industry, as well as its Battery 
Monitoring Solution and 360 degree Proximity 
Warning System for forklifts. 

On the stand: Sapphire, Onyx, Proximity Warning 
Solution, Battery Monitoring System

Gouweleeuw: Stand MP37

First time exhibitor Gouweleeuw specialises in 
blasting and painting heavy equipment including 
aerial work platforms, cranes, telehandlers and 
earthmoving equipment. The company is happy 
to tackle any job, big or small and regularly works 
for manufacturers such as Liebherr, Tadano, 
Terex, Grove, Manitowoc, Spierings, Kobelco and 
GeesinkNorba. It operates three large facilities in 
Emmeloord, the Netherlands. 

Grammar: Stand 510

See TVH

GRIPPS: Stand MP47
See Xenith Heights

GS Yuasa: Stand MP46

See Shield Batteries

Gunnebo Industries: Stand MP41 and MP48

See The Crosby Group and Lifting Gear Products

Hammer: Stand MP34

See SafetyLiftinGear
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Gorbel: Stand MP15

See Carl Stahl Evita
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Hitec Lift Trucks: Stand 113

Hitec Lift Trucks provides material handling 
solutions with a choice of new, used and rental 
equipment from leading brands including Hyster, 
JCB, Genie and Combilift. The company is also 
the official supplier of forklift trucks to Vertikal 
Days.

Hoistech: Stand 405B

First time exhibitor chain and rope supplier 
Hoistech is one of the longest running companies 
in the industry having served the Irish market for 
more than 40 years. The Dublin based company 
will exhibit Ganteryd lifting gear.

On the stand: Ganteryd lifting gear

Manager software which, it says, gives the 
customer total control of online requests 
allowing them to book and track hydraulic hose 
replacements and service jobs nationwide.

On the stand: On-site hose replacement van 

Hytorc Bolting Systems: Stand MP31

Hytorc offers a full line of hydraulic, pneumatic 
and electric torque and tension tools for industrial 
bolting, as well as hire, sales, training, service 
and calibration of torque tooling worldwide. On 
the stand will be its 36 volt Lithium Series II Ultra 
Low Vibration Torque Gun, 18v Lion Gun, Hytorc 
Connect App, the MXT Plus Hydraulic Torque 
Wrench and Anti-Loosening, reaction-arm free J 
Washer. 

IPAF: Stand 618

IPAF will celebrate its 
40th anniversary on its 
stand, while promoting its 
safety campaign around the loading and unloading 
of work platforms. Its staff will be on hand to 
answer any questions regarding safe work at 
height, including training and technical guidance.

ITH Bolting Technology UK: Stand 513

ITH Bolting Technology, another Vertikal Days 
first timer, is a leading supplier of tension and 
torque tools for tightening and loosening bolted 
joints bigger than M16 (2/8”). It operates through 
a worldwide distribution network including 12 
wholly owned subsidiaries and more than 40 
locations. The company’s products include 
bolting tools - bolt tensioning cylinders, hydraulic 
torque wrenches, and electric battery-driven and 
pneumatic nut runners - fasteners, engineering 
solutions and service. A highlight to look for is 
the company’s ‘Stretch method’ hydraulic torsion 
and friction free tensioning. Introduced in 1980 it 
achieves easily consistent pre-tensioning forces 
within a tolerance of ±2.5 percent and is one 
of the main methods to tighten or loosen bolted 
joints on slew bearings and turbines.

Kito: Stand MP48

See Lifting Gear Products

Kirkby Tyres: Stand 302A

Kirkby Tyres - the UK & Ireland’s largest distributor 
of industrial, truck, OTR and agricultural tyres 
& wheels - is the exclusive UK distributor of 
BKT high-speed crane, OTR, port and various 
industrial/speciality tyres. Headquartered in 
Liverpool and Dublin, the company exclusively 
distributes Double Coin, Dynamax, Sailun and 
MRL brands to the UK and Ireland replacement 
markets. Its speciality is bespoke tyre and wheel 
assemblies to OEM specification.

Knipex: Stand MP47

See Xenith Heights

Kran & Bühne: Media Centre

Kran & Bühne is the leading German language 
magazine covering cranes, telehandlers and aerial 
lifts. The magazine includes features on major 
new equipment and techniques, as well as regular 
columns and news. 
See Cranes & Access, Vertikal.net, Vertikal Press

Lasalign: Stand 216

Lasalign specialises in mobile wheel alignment 
and stresses the fact that correct wheel 
alignment ensures optimum fuel efficiency, 
while also reducing tyre wear - something often 
overlooked in the crane and access market. Pop 
onto the stand to find out more.
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Hydraquip: Stand 405A

Hydraquip claims to be the largest hydraulic hose 
replacement company in the UK. A first time 
exhibitor at Vertikal Days its stand will feature one 
of its brand new onsite hose replacement vans - 
part of a £2 million investment for 2023 to expand 
its fleet of 150 Mercedes-Benz Sprinters.

The company will also demonstrate its Job 

Inferno: Stand MP32

See Lift-Tex Heavy Lift Slings

Infosystem: Stand MP5

Infosystem is a software 
company with more than 
50 years’ experience in 
Switzerland and Germany. 
A first time exhibitor at the show its brands 
include leva+, performis and ressys. It also has 
a laboratory dedicated to individual development. 
The leva+ smart software solution for rental is 
new to the UK, it is both modular and expandable, 
developed with industry experts and customers 
including German, Swiss and Austrian crane and 
aerial lift rental companies Prangl, Wiesbauer, 
Toggenburger, UP AG and Rent-it.

On the stand: leva+ 

inspHire: Stand MP23

With more than 20,000 daily users worldwide, 
inspHire develops software for the aerial lift and 
lifting equipment rental sector. The company 
has a suite of additional applications including 
extra-secure Cloud Hosting and inspHire Mobile 
- a powerful mobile app that replaces manual 
processes and paper forms. inspHire will also 
introduce its brand new eCommerce solution 
WebPro, enabling customers to operate a 24/7 
hire desk.

On the stand: Cloud Hosting, inspHire Mobile, 
eCommerce and WebPro
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Latch and Batchelor: Stand MP43

Latch and Batchelor - a division of Webster and 
Horsfall - is the UK and Ireland supplier for Verope 
which manufactures premium wire ropes for all 
types of cranes and piling rigs. It also supplies 
wire rope assemblies to manufacturers such as 
Liebherr, Tadano, Demag, Terex and Grove with 
replacement end terminations installed on site if 
required.

On the stand: Veropro 8, Veropower 8 and  
Verotop E

Leoch Battery UK: Stand 307

Leoch Battery UK offers a wide range of battery 
technology options through its Leoch Battery 
and Power Saving Solutions division. The stand 
highlight will be the UK launch of the expanded 
DT series along with the LDC range developed by 
Leoch Battery, featuring a long service life and 
ability to perform at PSoC. Lithium options will 
also be on show, offering the highest depth of 
discharge and a longer design life. 

On the stand: DT range 

and marketing opportunities. Visit the stand 
to find out how to become a member. LEEA is 
also responsible for the Advanced Programme 
qualifications for the test and examination of 
lifting equipment. The Association issues ‘TEAM’ 
identification cards to employees of member 
companies that have passed these exams.

Lifting Gear Products: Stand MP48

Lifting Gear Products designs, manufactures, 
repairs and supplies lifting and mechanical 
handling equipment. The stand will feature 
PlumAlti, UK manufactured webbing slings, round 
slings, ratchet lashings and protective coverings 
alongside the G80, G100, G120 Chain Sling 
Systems, Dyneema round slings and associated 
Dyneema products, 2D and 3D CAD design 
capabilities and BSEN 1090 Execution Class 3 
Fabrication.

On the stand:  Shackles, cutters, mag drills, 
Dyneema products, ratchet lashings, chain 
slings, protective sleeving & coatings, round and 
webbing slings, fabrication & welding capabilities, 
lifting points

Load Monitoring Systems: Stand MP25

Load Monitoring Systems specialises in the 
design, manufacture, sales and rental of lifting 
and load measuring products used in the marine, 
subsea, oil and gas, construction, mining and 
energy sectors. It will exhibit Load Links, Load Pin 
Shackles and other specialist lifting equipment 
as well as the new Digital Pad Eye Tester which 
features an onboard ‘digital display’, wireless 
and Bluetooth connections and adjustable clevis 
height and digital mounted display. Models 
are available with up to 30 tonnes proof test 
capability.

On the stand: Digital Pad Eye Tester, Load Link, 
Load Pin Shackle

Lucas: Stand MP9

See Ecobat Battery

MCS Rental Software: Stand MP35

MCS Rental Software will celebrate 40 years in 
the rental industry at Vertikal Days, with a stand 
that showcases its technological innovations 
in rental over the years, along with its latest 
additions including Transport Mobile updates and 
what3words integrations. Products introduced to 
the crane and access industries over the years 
range from resource planning to help organise and 
schedule resources, to the Timesheet Mobile app, 
simplifying and digitising the process of operators 
submitting hours completed for sign-off.

leva+: Stand MP5

See Infosystem

LifeGear: Stand MP34
See SafetyLiftinGear

Lifting Equipment Engineers  
Association (LEEA): Stand MP45

With more than 1,100 
member companies 
worldwide, LEEA (Lifting 
Equipment Engineers 
Association) is the leading 
representative for the 
lifting industry. Established 
in 1944, the association 
provides a full range of training and accreditation 
services as well as access to expert technical 
advice, technical publications, networking 

Lifting Gear & Safety: MP12

Sales, hire and inspection of lifting, height safety 
and marine safety equipment.

Lifting Gear UK: Stand MP12

Certex UK - sister company to Lifting Gear UK - 
offers Non-Destructive Testing of wire ropes using 
Magnetic Rope Testing (MRT) devices, while 
Lifting Gear UK supplies service and technical 
support. 

On the stand: MRT head-Rope 22

Lift-Tex Heavy Lift Slings: Stand MP32

Extreema is the leading brand of Dutch fibre sling 
manufacturer Lift Tex Industrie. The heavy lift 
Extreema and HMPE slings are already widely 
used in offshore oil and gas projects. The new 
Inferno round sling will make its debut at this 
year’s Vertikal Days. The ultra-heat resistant 
Inferno soft sling makes it possible to lift heavy 
payloads when working under extreme heat 
conditions - up to 200 degrees Celsius. 

On the stand: Inferno heat resistant soft sling Miller Weblift: Stand MP15

See Carl Stahl Evita

Modulift: Stand MP26

Modulift designs and manufactures ‘below 
the hook’ lifting equipment including modular 
spreader beams, lifting beams and spreader 
frames. A new product on the stand is the Multi-
Point Beam which has the option of a swivel hook 
and the ability to be used as a semi-spreader, 
lifting beam or for tandem lifts offering more 
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flexibility than a standard beam. Next day delivery 
options are available and spreader beams come 
with DNV Type Approval as standard up to 2,000 
tonnes. The company also offers a full engineering 
design service with 3D Design and FEA Analysis.

On the stand: Multi-Point Beam, Spreader beam, 
CMOD spreader frame

Mouvers: Stand 403A

Italian company Mouvers specialises in the 
manufacturer of radio remote controlled modular 
machinery skates for moving heavy loads. On the 
stand will be the Apollo 3.0 - a heavy duty, remote 
controlled skate for loads of up to 75 tonnes. It 
can be set-up in three or four support points and 
with powered steering rear rollers. Load height is 
just 150mm.

On the stand: Apollo 3.0

Niko: Stand MP48

See Lifting Gear Products

No Falls Foundation: Stand 618

Every year hundreds of thousands of people work 
at height in a variety of industry sectors. What 
they all have in common is risk. The risk of a fall 
that might kill them or leave them with serious 
life-changing injuries with potentially devastating 
consequences for their families, friends and work 
colleagues. 

The No Falls Foundation, in partnership with 
partners such as the AIF - Access Industry Forum 
- trade associations and professional bodies is 
committed to advancing health and safety, has 
three distinct objectives: 

•  To help keep people safe by creating greater 
awareness and understanding of the risks 
associated with working at height

•  To better understand the causes of falls from 
height through research and the exchange of 
information and knowledge 

•  To support those people facing the aftermath 
and consequences of a fall from height.

Nolim: Stand 400/500 

See Access Platform Sales (APS)

Outriggerpads: Stand 510

See TVH

Plant Planet: Stand MP2

Plant Planet brings the latest construction 
plant news, machinery 
releases and insights 
from the heavy machinery 
industry to one place. 
The magazine is issued 
bi-monthly and covers a 
variety of news across 
the construction plant 
industry in both digital and 
print formats.

Platinum: Stand MP24

See Alliance Automotive Group

Point of Rental Software: Stand MP10

Point of Rental Software provides rental and 
inventory management software solutions for 
every job role within a business. The company 
has introduced key features to the rental software 
industry for more than 40 years, from dispatching 
to wireless alerts to telematics integrations. 
The company serves customers in 80 different 
countries from offices in the USA, UK, Australia, 
South Africa and Canada. 

Power-Pads: Stand 112

See Crowland Cranes

Pro-Spec: Stand MP46

See Shield Batteries

PlumAlti: Stand MP48

See Lifting Gear Products

RaycoWylie Systems: Stand MP33

RaycoWylie will use Vertikal Days for the UK 
launch of the i5000 series. The i5000 has more 
options than previous models, as well as new, 
simple to use controls, a high resolution touch 
screen display, newly designed graphics, updated 
user interface, increased compatibility and 
functionality. Also on display will be the i4500 
crane monitoring system suitable for all types of 
cranes, the i4300 retrofit crane monitoring system 
ideal to replace an old or failing crane monitoring 
system and the i4000 wired and wireless wind 
speed monitoring system.

On the stand: i5000 Series 

Myerscough College: Stand MP1

Myerscough College has been providing training 
for more than 125 years delivering a wide 
range of education programmes from Level 1 
to post graduate level including Land based 
Service Engineering: Grounds Care/Construction/
Agriculture Level 2 and 3; Railway Engineering 
Technician Level 3; Team Leading Level 3 and 
Operations Management Level 5. The college 
works with a large number of employers within 
the construction, rental, lifting and railway sectors 
across the country with many apprentices 
attending on a block release basis. It can also 
provide advice on any education, training or 
apprenticeship requirements.

My Future My Choice: Entrance

My Future My Choice is all about working with 
engineers of the future. School students visit 
Vertikal Days and work with My Future My 
Choice and Liebherr apprentices to find out more 
about what being an engineer in the lifting and 
aerial lift industry is all about and discovering the 
opportunities if can provide.

Paragon Traffic Management: Stand MP27

Paragon Traffic Management specialises in traffic 
management solutions across a wide variety of 
industries. The company also provides tailored 
services for working at height with cranes and 
access platforms covering planning, design, 
execution and maintenance. It has an in-house 
license & permits division to minimise risks 
and disruptions. Services include traffic control, 
road closures, permit acquisitions and safety 
equipment provision. 

Pegasus Battery: Stand MP8

See Battery Service Hub

performis: Stand MP5

See InfoSystem

Petzl: Stand MP47

See Xenith Heights

Pewag: Stand MP48
See Lifting Gear Products

Pilotcar: Stand 404

See Alfa Access Services
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Red Rooster: Stand MP48

See Lifting Gear Products

Rent Pay Go: Stand MP3

Another first timer, Rent Pay Go is an innovative 
software solution provider for rental companies to 
rent products ‘Online’ directly to customers and 
re-rental partners. The company says that it helps 
rental companies provide improved customer 
service, while 
maximising 
utilisation 
and boosting 
revenues.

ressys: Stand MP5
See InfoSystem

RHC Lifting: Stand MP6

RHC Lifting - the overhead gantry crane 
specialists and UK distributor for Autec industrial 
radio remote controls (now known as Cableless 
Control Systems, CCS) - will display Autec’s 
range of industrial customisable controls systems 
designed specifically for spider lifts, lifting 
machines and telehandlers, as well as solutions 
for other hydraulic and mobile applications. 
Product solutions on display will include the 
Dynamic+P series, the new M-PRO and R-PRO 
models and the portable stations Compact, Link 
& Curve. You can also see the Lift series, the Air 
series which includes the AJT model, the R-PRO 
and the SK8B.

On the stand: M-PRO, R-PRO, SK8B

Scan Global Logistics: Entrance

Experts in managing global events logistics.

Severn Sky Engineering: Stand MP39

Making its Vertikal 
Days debut, Severn 
Sky Engineering is 
a specialist vertical 
access company 
which provides skilled 
engineers, including 
those dedicated to 
installation work for the 
rack & pinion lift and 
hoist industry. Call in to 
the stand to have a chat with operations manager 
Nicky Canfield and managing director Steven 
Webb who will answer all of your questions.

Shield Batteries: Stand MP46

UK battery distributor Shield Batteries offers a 
wide range of batteries for powered access, lifting 
equipment and telehandlers, while also providing 
fleet owners with an easy-to-use battery 
replacement service. Shield will have a wide 
range of batteries for aerial work platforms on 
show, including products from Crown, GS Yuasa 
Pro-Spec and Sterling.

On the stand: Crown CR220, CR390, Sterling 
HPC225-6, GS Yuasa  

and servicing of rental equipment. The new form 
editor allows equipment experts to quickly design 
and deploy data forms to capture meter readings, 
checklist answers, equipment images, signatures 
and more. The V6 AI engine can also build and 
automatically run expert rules on equipment 
telematics data to deliver valuable services for 
customers demanding ultra-high availability. The 
V6 Hire Control portal includes the Operations 
Dashboard which tracks the real time health of an 
operation, monitoring equipment demand versus 
availability, logistics backlogs and damaged 
equipment.

On the stand: Phalanx V6

SPE Chargers: Stand MP9
See Ecobat Battery

Speedy Services: Stand 409

Speedy is one of the UK’s leading equipment and 
tool rental businesses including access, lifting and 
hoisting rental solutions 
across the UK and 
Ireland.

Spexlift: Stand 303
See Hird

Stahl Crane Systems: Stand MP48
See Lifting Gear Products

Sterling Battery: Stand MP46

See Shield Batteries

Straightpoint: Stand MP41

See The Crosby Group

TAB: Stand MP9

See Ecobat Battery

Tecnomagnete: Stand MP15

See Carl Stahl Evita

Tele Radio UK: Stand MP40

Tele Radio specialises in the design and 
manufacture of customisable radio remote control 
solutions for the lifting, aerial lift and mobile 
equipment markets. The company will exhibit 
a range of products from simple pushbutton 
controllers to complex, customisable, proportional 
hydraulics and camera feedback systems 
designed for typical crane, hoist and mobile 
applications. Visitors will get an insight into how 
Tele Radio industrial remote controls are designed 
to improve efficiency and safety in the lifting 
industry.

On the stand: Suprateq TW78, Tiger G2

Righetti: Stand 303
See Hird

Road Side Technologies: Stand MP28 

See City Traffic Management Services

Rolls: Stand MP9

See Ecobat Battery

Rotabroach: Stand MP48
See Lifting Gear Products

RUD: Stands MP15 and MP48
See Carl Stahl Evita and Lifting Gear Products

SafetyLiftinGear: Stand MP34

SafetyLiftinGear is a leading supplier of lifting 
equipment, materials handling, load restraint, 
height safety and confined space products. It 
will unveil several UK debuts including a LifeGear 
harness and lanyard and the Hammer material lift. 

On the stand: LifeGear Harness, LifeGear Lanyard, 
Hammer material lift 

Spanset: Stand MP48
See Lifting Gear Products

Spartan Solutions: Stand MP20

Spartan Solutions will use the event for the 
worldwide launch of the new Phalanx V6, a 
flexible software platform that digitises rental 
logistics and servicing processes. V6 delivers 
a range of integrated mobile apps to support 
the picking, packing, delivery, return, inspection 

SMIE UK: Stand MP29

SMIE is a pioneer and leading manufacturer 
of zoning, anti-collision and site management 
solutions for tower cranes. Its products now have 
4G connectivity for remote monitoring, reporting 
and programming.

On the stand: ProSite with 4G
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Tensology: Stand MP38

Tensology provides a full range of products, 
equipment and services for the installation, testing, 
inspection and lubrication of all types of crane rope. 
It also offers rope examinations using the latest 
Magnetic Rope Testing (MRT) equipment.

The company is an LEEA Accredited Training 
Company, providing specialist wire rope related 
courses such as the Tensology Crane Rope 
Examiners course. Delivered by crane rope expert 
David Hewitt, it is based upon the requirements of 
BS ISO 4309:2017 and provides essential theoretical knowledge and practical 
tips for anyone involved in the inspection or examination of wire ropes. 

On the stand: Magnetic Rope Testing with real-time-viewing 

The Crosby Group: Stand MP41

The Crosby Group is a leading manufacturer of rigging, lifting and material 
handling hardware with a network of more than 3,000 authorised distributors. 
The company will show a range of hi-tech solutions from group companies, 
including the new Blockcam M3L Crane Camera system and Straightpoint 
load monitoring equipment along with traditional rigging, lifting and material 
handling equipment.

Tiger Lifting: Stand MP48

See Lifting Gear Products

Top Service: Stand MP17

Top Service provides credit management solutions for the UK construction 
industry, specialising in credit information and debt recovery services to 
minimise exposure to bad debt and increase cash flow and business growth.

Torquer: Stand MP16

Torquer will show its hands free lifting and orientation devices for safe load 
handling. Its HALO system uses spinning water inside a circular shaped 
tank which generates torque to turn the connected load. The radio remote 
controlled thruster inside ensures no one needs to be near the load during 
lifting and positioning operations. Its 100 percent purely mechanical ‘Spear’ 
lifting product provides automatic connection and disconnection to a load. The 
company is also developing a radio controlled lifting device which will provide 
automatic connection/disconnection to pad eyes.

On the stand: HALO and SPEAR 

Total Source: Stand 510

See TVH

Towergate Insurance: Stand MP19

Towergate Insurance will promote its range of services and hands on approach 
to protecting assets and supporting claims management. The company has 
more than 25 years experience in crane and equipment insurance and is a CPA 
registered provider.

Tracked Carriers: Stand 311

Tracked Carriers’ growing range of material 
moving products will be on display - all designed 
and manufactured in Essex, UK. The company 
hopes to have at least one new product on the 
stand. Its latest tracked material carriers include direct AC drive and the latest 
control systems for ultra-smooth, quiet operation, whilst the all-new remote 
controllers display live information to the operator helping them monitor speed, 
inclines and battery life etc… from a safe distance. Check out the wide range 
of accessories that can tailor the carriers to specific tasks.  

Trackunit: Stand MP42

Global IoT/telematics services provider Trackunit delivers data and insights to 
companies operating in the off-highway market, helping eliminate downtime. 
It will launch its Service Management 
tool that, it says, will enable equipment 
owners to increase their total return 
on assets, optimise parts provision for 
manufacturers and drive down fleet 
owner costs. The tool also dovetails 

Tensology
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with a new My Network app which will enable fleet managers to quickly 
diagnose and remotely resolve up to 75 percent of equipment related 
issues. 

On the stand: Service Management App 

Trojan Batteries: Stand MP21 and 510
See DC Battery Technologies and TVH

TurboPrecleaner: Stand 510

See TVH

TVH: Stand 510 

Global parts and accessories suppler TVH will promote several of its 
operations at Vertikal Days including the TVH University, Outriggerpads 
and Energic Plus. The company plans to exhibit one of its fully equipped 
service vans which provides spare parts such as joysticks, controllers and 
switches etc… It will also demonstrate its tyre foam filling service and 
display a range of polyethylene outrigger pads, spreader plates and crane 
mats.

Energic Plus specialises in industrial batteries, battery chargers and 
technologies that can help extend battery life. Its flagship product is the 
Energic Replus battery regenerator which revitalises any lead-acid battery 
by removing sulphation via a series of high frequency pulses.

TVH University offers hands-on technical training, suitable for a wide range 
of industrial machines. The courses are recognised by IPAF and supported 
by DataDock in France and Educam in Belgium.

On the stand: TVH University, Outriggerpads, Energic Plus

Universal Crane Mats: Stand 210

Universal Crane Mats 
will show its full range of 
crane mats and outrigger 
pads, including its UniMat 
aluminium, steel, timber and 
polymer options for both sale 
and rental.

UpRate Digital: Stand MP22

First time exhibitor UpRate will unveil its bespoke construction targeted 
recruitment platform. Users upload their details via a mobile app to create 
a digital worker profile allowing greater insights into an individual before 
they turn up on site. Information includes previous site performance ratings, 
familiarisations, safety critical medicals, DNA history as well as many other 
insights into their character, competency and experience.

On the stand: UpRate platform

 w w w. c a r l s t a h l e v i t a . c o . u k

See our range of lifting 
and hoisting equipment 
on Stand MP15
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US Battery: Stand MP8 and MP9
See Battery Service Hub and Ecobat Battery

Valvoline: Stand MP24

See Alliance Automotive Group

Van Beest Green Pin: Stand MP48
See Lifting Gear Products

Verope: Stand MP43
See Latch & Batchelor

Vertikal Press: Entrance

The Vertikal Press is the leading independent 
provider of news and information to the lifting 
equipment industry. It publishes the English 
language Cranes & Access magazine, along with 
the leading German publication Kran & Bühne as 
well as the industry renowned news service and 
information database www.Vertikal.net. It is also 
the organiser of Vertikal Days. Be sure to come 
and say hello to the team.

William Hacket: Stand MP48

See Lifting Gear Products

Winlet: Stand 303
See Hird

Wippermann: Stand 510

See TVH

Woods Powr Grip: Stand 206/308

See GGR Group

Xenith Heights: Stand MP47

Specialist working at height product provider 
Xenith Heights will show its latest generation 
of Aresta height safety personal protection 
equipment and Gripps tool tethering products. 
New products for this year include the newly 
designed Aresta helmet and upgraded Scaffold 
Harness. 

On the stand: Aresta Height Safety Equipment, 
Gripps Tool Tethering

Xona: Stand MP15

See Carl Stahl Evita

Yoke: Stand MP48
See Lifting Gear Products

Xenith Heights

VERTIKAL DAYS

See  
you in 
2024

Vertikal Days 2023
Thank you for visiting 
Vertikal Days 2023

A big thank you to our event sponsors: 

The Vertikal Days team and its exhibitors  
would like to thank you for supporting the  
show. We hope that your visit proved  
enjoyable, valuable, educational, stimulating  
and that you had the chance to meet with plenty  
of old friends and new contacts.






